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“Extracting Quality Surfaces 
from Natural Stones”

RPM Granites



ABOUT RPM Granites
Experience the shine of natural stones

RPM Granites was established in 2016, at 
Kishangarh (Rajasthan), India. The 
company is involved in the trade, 
production and processing of marble and 
granite decorative stones in slabs, 
standardized dimension products and 
special, custom-made sizes and products. 
We operate a state-of-the-art, vertically 
integrated granite and marble processing 
unit located on 5 acres of privately owned 
land. 

We offer almost entire range of  Granite 
and Marble slabs and tiles, and are 
independently capable of meeting all large 
or specialized market requirements. 
Our products are used in a wide range of 
domestic applications (kitchen and 
bathroom surfaces, staircases, kitchen 
and bathroom revetments, fireplace 
revetments, as well as other types of 
revetment used in numerous indoor and 
outdoor areas).



RPM GROUP
India has the widest range of natural stone
deposits and resources. India possessess the
most exotic colours and shades of granite,
which are not found in other parts of the
world. Granite is well known as one of the 
most beautiful and reliable materials for the 
building industry and it has been used 
throughout millennia by ancient and modern 
architects alike. This is because granite is the 
most long lasting and durable stone known 
to man. 

We iniated our operation in granite as a
manufacturer of granite slabs & tiles at a
modern and well equipped plant in rajasthan.
With our dedicaton and with a team of top
quality technicians aided by a skilled work
force, we earned a reputation for itself as
a trusted suppliers. We slowly integrated
backward and now have our own quarries.

RPM Granite provides full range of high
quality granite to suit your requirement and
taste. 





Granite is a common type 
of felsic intrusive igneous 
rock that is granular and 
phaneritic in texture. It 
can be predominantly 
white, pink, or gray in 

color, depending on their 
mineralogy.

Granite can be used in:
Kitchen & Counter tops

Walls & Flooring
Stairs Cases & Railings

Monuments & Buildings





“Our Exclusive 
PRODUCT RANGE”

RPM Granites



ALASKA PINK BENGAL BROWN BLACK BEAUTY

BLACK MARKINO BRAZIL BROWN CADBURY BROWN

CHERRY BROWN CHINA WHITE CRYSTAL BLUE



CRYSTAL BROWN MUNGERIYA RED DIGITAL BROWN

FRANKTIK BROWN IMPERIOR PINKBLACK MARKINO

NOSERA GREEN PARADISOLAKHA RED



MAJESTIK BLACK KHARDA BEIGE ABSOLUTE BLACK

ALASKA WHITE BLACK PEARLALASKA GOLD

BLUE PEARL COIN BLACKBLACK ZEBRA



CRYSTAL PINK TIGER BROWN CRYSTAL GOLD

GREEN PEARL JUPITER GREYFISH BLACK

TEAK WOOK VOLGA BLUEOCEAN BLACK



Raheempura, Makrana Road, Industrial Area, 

Madanganj-Kishangarh (Rajasthan) 

www.rpmgranites.com

info@rpmgranites.com


